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METHOD FORTRANSMITTING 
RETRANSMISSION REQUEST 

INFORMATION FOR AN ERROR PACKET IN 
A MULTIMEDIA BROADCAST/MULTICAST 

SERVICE, AND METHOD FOR 
RETRANSMITTING A PACKET IN 

RESPONSE TO THE RETRANSMISSION 
REQUEST 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to a multimedia broad 
cast/multicast service (MBMS), and more particularly, to a 
method of transmitting a retransmission request for a packet 
in which an error has occurred while an MBMS is received 
and a method of retransmitting the error packet in response to 
the retransmission request to improve reliability of the ser 
W1C. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002 Third generation partnership project (3GPP)-based 
conventional cellular systems employ code division multiple 
access (CDMA), and provide an MBMS using a secondary 
common control physical channel (S-CCPCH) reserving and 
allocating some codes for the MBMS. 
0003) 3GPP wideband CDMA (WCDMA) systems based 
on an asynchronous inter-base-station operation Support an 
MBMS single frequency network (MBSFN) function to 
adjust Synchronization of a downlink physical channel 
(DPCH), thereby improving the quality of a wireless link 
channel using soft and selective combining functions 
between multiple paths in a terminal. 
0004 Long term evolution (LTE) systems are packet 
based systems intended to provide a pure packet service, and 
will provide various packet services such as Internet protocol 
(IP)-based voice service, gaming, file transfer protocol (FTP), 
Video streaming, and multicast or broadcast service. 
0005 To this end, a service network simply consists of a 
terminal, a base station (or cell), an access gateway (aGW), 
which is an endpoint of the network, etc., and the base station 
and the terminal are controlled according to two states only, 
that is, RRC IDLE and RRC CONNECTED. Also, LTE sys 
tems adopt orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) or orthogonal frequency division multiple access 
(OFDMA) as a multiple access scheme, and thus radio 
resource allocation is performed not by code allocation but by 
two-dimensional allocation of frequency and time. 
0006 FIG. 1 is a conceptual diagram illustrating an 
MBMS constitution of a 3GPP LTE system. 
0007 Referring to FIG. 1, a base station or cell 101 
accesses an evolved packet core 
0008 (EPC) network 102, which is a network of a packet 
based cellular system, through an agW 103, which is an edge 
node of the EPC network 102, and terminals 105 can access 
the cellular network through the base station or cell 101. 
0009. A base station can be accessed for an MBMS using 
an MBMS GW 107, which is another gateway. An MBMS 
control function 104 which manages and controls data for 
supporting an MBMS may be prepared in an agW or base 
station, or present as a separate function connected with an 
aGW and base station through an interface (see 106 of FIG. 
1). 
0010. Also, MBMS control functions may be distributed 
to an agW and a base station. The MBMS control function 
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serves to support MBMS data traffic and service, and allo 
cates and Schedules radio resources for base stations or cells 
participating in an MBSFN operation. Thus, base stations 
determine a modulation and coding scheme (MCS) level for 
MBSFN transmission according to a control of the MBMS 
control function. 

0011. A cellular system for supporting an MBMS can 
perform MBMS transmission using a variety of base stations 
in a hierarchical base station environment. In a cellular sys 
tem supporting an MBMS, base stations can be classified into 
base stations or cells dedicated to an MBMS, mixed-service 
base stations or cells (e.g., mixed cells) supporting an MBMS 
and a unicast service together, general base stations or cells 
not supporting an MBMS, and so on. 
0012 OFDM(A)-based cellular systems may employ an 
MBSFN operation for an MBMS to improve performance of 
terminals in the boundary area of a base station or cell. The 
MBSFN operation is a scheme for a plurality of base stations 
to overcome performance deterioration caused by a wireless 
environment Such as interference and efficiently provide an 
MBMS to terminals at a cell boundary. 
0013 FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the concept of an 
MBMS of a 3GPP LTE system. As shown in FIG. 2, for such 
an MBSFN operation, base stations or cells 201 or 202 in the 
same MBSFN area should transmit the same MBMS infor 
mation at the same MCS level in a determined scheduling 
period or at a determined transmission timing using a desig 
nated transmission frequency band (or carrier). Thus, in the 
MBSFN area, terminals 203 receive packet information for an 
MBMS from a plurality of cells to obtain diversity gain, and 
thus can receive service satisfying quality that a system wants 
to provide even in a poor wireless channel environment. 
0014. In an MBMS, a plurality of base stations generally 
participate in an MBSFN operation as mentioned above. 
However, one single-cell MBSFN transmission base station 
204 alone can provide the MBMS in an MBSFN mode, or 
single-cell transmission in which the MBMS is provided by 
only one base station or cell 205 is enabled in a mode other 
than the MBSFN mode. In this case, the MBMS is received 
from the corresponding base station within the corresponding 
base station area only. Thus, receiving performance at the cell 
boundary deteriorates, and a solution is required. 
0015. Also, a solution for improving performance ofter 
minals provided with an MBMS at the boundary of an 
MBSFN area, at a cell boundary, in a poor wireless environ 
ment, or in a single-cell area, is required even in an MBSFN 
mode operation. 
0016 Such performance deterioration can be overcome by 
repeated transmission or an MCS. It is assumed that the base 
stations 201 to 205 capable of providing an MBMS provide 
an MBMS and a unicast service at the same time. Radio 
resources for transmitting a unicast service are allocated 
separately from radio resources for an MBMS on a time plane 
or frequency plane, so that an MBMS can be provided with all 
services that general base stations 206 provide. 
0017. However, a conventional MBMS does not support 
retransmission for correcting an error occurring during trans 
mission of an MBMS packet. Consequently, LTE systems 
require a BMS capable of retransmitting an error packet to 
terminals located in an inter-cell boundary area or at the 
boundary of an MBSFN area and in a poor wireless environ 
ment area to provide service satisfying reference perfor 
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mance required by the systems or more even in an MBSFN 
mode operation of an MBMS. 

DISCLOSURE 

Technical Problem 

0018. The present invention is directed to providing a 
method of transmitting retransmission request information 
requesting a base station to retransmit a multimedia broad 
cast/multicast service (MBMS) packet when a terminal 
receiving an MBMS detects an error in the received MBMS 
packet, and improving service satisfaction of terminals 
located in an inter-cell boundary area or at the boundary of an 
MBMS single frequency network (MBSFN) area, and in a 
poor wireless environment area. 
0019. The present invention is also directed to providing a 
method for a base station providing an MBMS to receive 
retransmission request information requesting the base sta 
tion to retransmit an MBMS packet from MBMS service 
target terminals and retransmit the requested MBMS packet, 
and improving service satisfaction of terminals located in an 
inter-cell boundary area or at the boundary of an MBSFN 
area, and in a poor wireless environment area. 

Technical Solution 

0020. One aspect of the present invention provides a 
method for a terminal to transmit retransmission request 
information for an error packet of a multimedia broadcast/ 
multicast service (MBMS), the method including: receiving 
an MBMS packet from a base station; checking whether an 
error is in the received MBMS packet; and when an erroris in 
the received MBMS packet, transmitting retransmission 
request information for the error packet using at least one of 
a physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH), a physical uplink 
control channel (PUCCH), and a random access (RA) pre 
amble for a random access procedure. 
0021 Here, when the retransmission request information 

is transmitted using the PUSCH, the retransmission request 
information may be transmitted with information indicating 
an MBMS subframe in which the error packet has been trans 
mitted included in the retransmission request information. 
0022 Here, when the retransmission request information 

is transmitted using the PUCCH, a relation between a down 
link (DL) MBMS subframe and radio resources in the 
PUCCH of an uplink (UL) subframe may be set to indicate an 
MBMS subframe in which the error packet has been trans 
mitted. 

0023. Here, when the retransmission request information 
is transmitted using the PUCCH, a relation between a UL 
grant information field of a DL control channel present in a 
DL MBMS Subframe and radio resources in the PUCCH of a 
UL subframe may be set to indicate an MBMS subframe in 
which the error packet has been transmitted. 
0024. Here, when the retransmission request information 

is transmitted using the PUCCH, an MBMS subframe in 
which the error packet has been transmitted may be indicated 
using unused radio resources in the PUCCH of a UL subframe 
having a mapping relation with a physical downlink control 
channel (PDCCH) of a DL MBMS subframe. 
0025 Here, when the retransmission request information 

is transmitted using the RA preamble, the retransmission 
request information may be transmitted using an RA pre 
amble reserved and allocated in advance for retransmission 
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request information transmission between the terminal and 
the base station among RA preamble resources. 
0026. Here, at least one of scrambling and masking for 
specifying the base station to perform retransmission of the 
error packet is performed to transmit the retransmission 
request information. 
0027. Another aspect of the present invention provides a 
method for a base station to retransmit an error packet in 
response to retransmission request information for the error 
packet of an MBMS transmitted by a terminal, the method 
including: receiving error packet retransmission request 
information from at least one terminal present in a service 
area; and finding a packet in which an error has occurred on 
the basis of the retransmission request information, and 
retransmitting a retransmission packet for the packet in which 
an error has occurred in a subframe for unicast using a sched 
uling identifier reserved in advance for MBMS packet 
retransmission between the base station and terminals. 
0028. Here, retransmitting the retransmission packet may 
include transmitting the packet in which an error has occurred 
corresponding to the retransmission packet through a 
PDCCH transmitted using the scheduling identifier reserved 
in advance with information specifying an MBMS subframe 
of the packet in which an error has occurred included in the 
packet. 
0029. Here, the scheduling identifier may be reserved in 
advance to be plural in number for MBMS packet retransmis 
sion between the base station and the terminals, and the 
packet in which an error has occurred corresponding to the 
retransmission packet may be transmitted to specify an 
MBMS subframe of the packet in which an error has occurred 
using mapping relations between the scheduling identifiers 
and MBMS subframes. 
0030 Here, retransmitting the retransmission packet may 
include transmitting the packet in which an error has occurred 
corresponding to the retransmission packet to specify an 
MBMS subframe of the packet in which an error has occurred 
by setting in advance a timing relation between a DL MBMS 
subframe in which the packet in which an error has occurred 
is transmitted and a unicast Subframe in which the retrans 
mission packet is transmitted or a timing relation between a 
UL MBMS subframe in which the retransmission request 
information from the terminal is received and the unicast 
Subframe in which the retransmission packet is transmitted. 

Advantageous Effects 

0031. Using the above-described method for a terminal to 
transmit error packet retransmission request information and 
the above-described method for a base station to retransmit an 
error packet according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention, it is possible to improve the multimedia 
broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) satisfaction of termi 
nals located in an inter-cell boundary area or at the boundary 
ofan MBMS single frequency network (MBSFN) area and in 
a poor wireless environment area. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0032 FIG. 1 is a conceptual diagram illustrating a multi 
media broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) constitution of a 
third generation partnership project (3GPP) long term evolu 
tion (LTE) system. 
0033 FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the concept of an 
MBMS of a 3GPP LTE system. 
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0034 FIG. 3 is a frame timing diagram illustrating trans 
mission and reception timing for an MBMS error packet 
retransmission request and MBMS packet retransmission 
corresponding to the retransmission request between a base 
station and a terminal. 
0035 FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of trans 
mitting error packet retransmission request information 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
0036 FIG.5 is a flowchart illustrating a methodofretrans 
mitting an error packet in response to a retransmission request 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

MODES OF THE INVENTION 

0037 Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention will be described in detail. However, the present 
invention is not limited to the exemplary embodiments dis 
closed below, but can be implemented in various forms. The 
following exemplary embodiments are described in order to 
enable those of ordinary skill in the art to embody and practice 
the invention. 
0038. It will be understood that, although the terms first, 
second, etc. may be used herein to describe various elements, 
these elements should not be limited by these terms. These 
terms are only used to distinguish one element from another. 
For example, a first element could be termed a second ele 
ment, and, similarly, a second element could be termed a first 
element, without departing from the scope of the present 
invention. As used here, the term “and/or includes any and 
all combinations of one or more of the associated listed items. 
0039. It will be understood that when an element is 
referred to as being “connected' or “coupled to another 
element, it can be directly connected or coupled to the other 
element or intervening elements may be present. In contrast, 
when an element is referred to as being “directly connected 
or “directly coupled to another element, there are no inter 
vening elements present. 
0040. The terminology used herein is for the purpose of 
describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to 
be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the singular 
forms “a,” “an and “the are intended to include the plural 
forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. 
It will be further understood that the terms “comprises.” 
“comprising.” “includes” and/or “including,” when used 
herein, specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps, 
operations, elements, and/or components, but do not preclude 
the presence or addition of one or more other features, inte 
gers, steps, operations, elements, components, and/or groups 
thereof. 
0041 Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including tech 
nical and Scientific terms) used herein have the same meaning 
as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to 
which this invention belongs. It will be further understood 
that terms, such as those defined in commonly used dictio 
naries, should be interpreted as having a meaning that is 
consistent with their meaning in the context of the relevant art 
and will not be interpreted in an idealized or overly formal 
sense unless expressly so defined here. 
0042. As used herein, the term “terminal may be referred 

to as a mobile station (MS), user equipment (UE), user ter 
minal (UT), wireless terminal, access terminal (AT), Sub 
scriber unit, subscriber station (SS), wireless device, wireless 
communication device, wireless transmit/receive unit 
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(WTRU), moving node, mobile, or other terms. Various 
exemplary embodiments of a terminal may include a cellular 
phone, a Smartphone having a wireless communication func 
tion, a personal digital assistant (PDA) having a wireless 
communication function, a wireless modem, a portable com 
puter having a wireless communication function, a photo 
graphing apparatus Such as a digital camera having a wireless 
communication function, a gaming apparatus having a wire 
less communication function, a music storing and playing 
appliance having a wireless communication function, an 
Internet home appliance capable of wireless Internet access 
and browsing, and also portable units or terminals having a 
combination of such functions, but are not limited to these. 
0043. In this specification, the term “base station' used 
here generally denotes a fixed point communicating with a 
terminal, and may be referred to as a Node-B, evolved 
Node-B (eNode-B), base transceiver system (BTS), access 
point, and other terms. 
0044) With reference to the appended drawings, exem 
plary embodiments of the present invention will be described 
in detail below. To aid in understanding the present invention, 
like numbers refer to like elements throughout the description 
of the figures, and the description of the same component will 
not be reiterated. 

0045. To improve performance of terminals provided with 
a multimedia broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) at the 
boundary of an MBMS single frequency network (MBSFN) 
area, at a cell boundary, in a poor wireless environment area, 
or a single-cell area even in an MBSFN mode operation, a 
retransmission technique can be employed. In brief, a retrans 
mission process for an MBMS can be performed through the 
following steps: 

0046 First step: a terminal receives MBMS control 
channel (MCCH) information together with resource 
allocation information including an MBMS subframe 
allocation pattern transmitted by a base station provid 
ing an MBMS. 

0047. Second step: the terminal receives a desired 
MBMS data packet among MBMS packets transmitted 
by the base station using control information. 

0.048. Third step: the terminal which does not normally 
receive the MBMS packet reports failure of packet 
reception on an uplink (UL). 

0049. Fourth step: the base station checking the MBMS 
packet reception failure report transmitted by the termi 
nal retransmits the MBMS packet. 

0050. To retransmit an MBMS data packet, feedback 
information which is used by terminals to inform a base 
station that the MBMS packet is not normally received is 
required. In other words, to efficiently perform a retransmis 
sion process, radio resource allocation and setting of related 
control parameters should be optimized for the fourth step in 
which a base station retransmits an MBMS packet as well as 
the third step in which a terminal reports failure of MBMS 
packet reception. 
0051. The third step in which a terminal receiving an 
MBMS transmits a feedback which requests a base station to 
retransmit a packet in which an error has occurred when the 
terminal detects failure of MBMS packet reception, and the 
fourth step in which the base station retransmits an MBMS 
packet in response to the retransmission request feedback will 
be described in detail below. 
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0052 Error Packet Retransmission Request Information 
Transmitting Step 
0053 States of a terminal in a cellular mobile communi 
cation system can be classified into an active state or con 
nected State in which a connection for packet data exchange 
between the terminal and a base station is set, and an idle State 
in which data can be received or transmitted with no connec 
tion after a connection is set through a downlink (DL) paging 
procedure or a UL random access procedure. 
0054 Even if a connection is set between a terminal and a 
base station, packet-based mobile communication systems 
allow an operation of monitoring a control signal of the base 
station by predetermined periods (i.e., discontinuous recep 
tion (DRX) periods) when there is no data to transmit or 
receive for a predetermined time or according to a control of 
the base station or a request of the terminal, like in the idle 
state. During a DRX operation in Such a connected State, UL 
physical (PHY) layer synchronization may not be main 
tained, like in the idle state. Thus, to transmit a signal includ 
ing feedback information on a UL, a synchronization process 
Such as a random access procedure should be performed in 
advance for synchronization. Also, when the base station 
informs the terminal that there is packet information to be 
transmitted to the terminal, the base station should inform the 
terminal that there is DL reception information using control 
information, etc. in a DL monitoring section, like in the 
paging process of the idle state. 
0055 MBMS packet information should be received 
regardless of the state of the terminal. Thus, radio resources 
and a procedure for the third step in which the terminal reports 
failure of MBMS packet reception may vary according to the 
state of the terminal. 
0056. When the terminal attempts to receive an MBMS 
packet in a base station transmission period in which the 
MBMS packet exists and recognizes packet failure, the feed 
back transmission timing of the terminal which should inform 
the base station of the packet failure is determined according 
to a predetermined timing relation. 
0057 FIG. 3 is a frame timing diagram illustrating trans 
mission and reception timing for an MBMS error packet 
retransmission request and MBMS packet retransmission 
corresponding to the retransmission request between a base 
station and a terminal. 
0058 FIG. 3 illustrates transmission and reception timing 
relations between a base station and a terminal for initial 
MBMS packet transmission of the base station for MBMS 
retransmission, feedback transmission of the terminal, and 
MBMS packet retransmission of the base station. 
0059. When a base station transmits a DL according to set 
transmission timing (base station DL transmission frame tim 
ing: 301), a terminal receives the DL after a propagation delay 
313 dependent on a distance between the base station and the 
terminal (terminal DL reception frame timing: 302). Also, 
when the terminal transmits a UL according to set transmis 
sion timing (terminal UL transmission frame timing: 303), 
the base station receives the UL after the propagation delay 
313 dependent on the distance between the base station and 
the terminal (base station UL reception frame timing: 304). 
0060. In a DL channel of the base station or a cell in which 
a system performs transmission in units of radio Subframes 
314 and a unicast service and an MBMS are provided 
together, Subframes for unicast (e.g., Subframes 306) and 
subframes for the MBMS (e.g., subframes 307) can coexist in 
one radio frame consisting of a plurality of radio subframes. 
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0061 The base station assumes that initial MBMS packet 
transmission is performed in a subframe 308 for an MBMS. 
After the propagation delay passes, the terminal receives an 
MBMS packet 309 in the corresponding MBMS subframe 
and performs a packet demodulation process. The terminal 
which cannot receive the normal MBMS packet for some 
reason transmits retransmission request information in a UL 
Subframe 310 corresponding to a terminal transmission sec 
tion or a specific UL Subframe having a predetermined timing 
relation with a received DL MBMS packet transmission time. 
0062. At this time, the terminal can transmit feedback 
information according to a current state and the type of UL 
transmission radio resources as described below. The base 
station may implicitly recognize that an error MBMS packet 
which has not been normally received by the terminal is the 
subframe 308 from transmission timing relations between the 
base station and the terminal, or may explicitly recognize the 
same from the feedback information of the terminal. 

0063 
0064. Terminals in the connected state can be classified as 
follows: first, terminals which are allocated radio resources 
(e.g., physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH)) for packet 
data to be transmitted on a UL at the feedback transmission 
timing of the corresponding terminal; second, terminals 
which are not allocated UL radio resources for transmitting a 
data packet and only have a set UL control channel (e.g., 
physical uplink control channel (PUCCH)); third, terminals 
which are allocated radio resources (PUSCH) for UL packet 
transmission and also have a set available UL control channel 

(PUCCH); and fourth, terminals which have neither a control 
channel nor UL radio resources. 

0065 (1) Case in Which Radio Resources (PUSCH) for 
UL Packet Transmission are Allocated 

0.066 A). In this case, a terminal or terminals can report 
that an error has occurred in an MBMS packet (e.g., a packet 
received in the MBMS subframe 308) received together with 
UL packet data in the UL subframe 310. 
0067 B) Accurate transmission timing information that an 
MBMS packet which cannot be received by the terminal is a 
packet transmitted in the subframe 308 may be explicitly 
included in feedback information and transmitted. 

0068 C) Control information indicating failure of MBMS 
packet reception may be configured differently according to 
whether the control information is recognized by the PHY 
layer of a base station or the media access control (MAC) 
layer, which is a higher layer than the physical layer, and the 
determination is made by a system. According to the current 
3GPP standard regulations, simple retransmission is per 
formed in the PHY layer, and retransmission for a hybrid 
automatic repeat request (HARO) operation by incremental 
redundancy (IR) or chase combining is performed in the 
MAC and PHY layers. However, these layers in which 
retransmission is performed may be changed, and thus a layer 
recognizing the control information indicating failure of 
MBMS packet reception according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention may also vary according to 
whether retransmission from a base station is simple retrans 
mission or retransmission for a HARO operation. 

1) In Case of Terminal in Connected State 
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0069 (2) Case in Which Radio Resources for UL Packet 
Transmission are not Allocated, and Only Available UL Con 
trol Channel (PUCCH) is Set 
0070 A) In this case, a terminal or terminals having failed 
in MBMS packet reception report failure of MBMS packet 
reception using a UL control channel (PUCCH) of the UL 
Subframe 310. 

0071 B) The position of radio resources for feedback 
transmission in a UL control channel (PUCCH) available in 
the UL subframe 310 set by the terminal or terminals can be 
deduced from the corresponding DL subframe 308. For 
example, the position of radio resources for UL feedback 
transmission can be set as described below. 

0072. In general, occupation or allocation of radio 
resources for a UL control channel may be set to have a close 
relation with allocation information of the DL control chan 
nel (e.g., physical downlink control channel (PDCCH)) or 
allocation details of a channel for DL data transmission (e.g., 
physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH)) in a DL sub 
frame set to have a predetermined difference between base 
station transmission and related terminal transmission. 

0073. In other words, it is possible to set a radio resource 
field for MBMS feedback in a UL control channel using 
details about radio resource occupation in a PUCCH obtained 
from PDSCH or PDCCH allocation information of a general 
DL subframe of the preceding step according to the following 
methods: 

0.074 a) a method of setting a relation between a subframe 
for a DL MBMS and occupation or allocation of radio 
resources for MBMS feedback in a PUCCH of a UL Sub 
frame; 
0075 b) a method of setting a radio resource field for 
MBMS feedback transmission in a PUCCH for feedback 
transmission using a mapping relation between a UL grant 
information field transmitted through a DL control channel 
present in an MBMS subframe and the position of radio 
resources for a field in a PUCCH; and 
0076 c) a method of setting an unused radio resource field 
in the PUCCH of a UL subframe having a mapping relation 
with the corresponding PDCCH as a radio resource field for 
MBMS feedback transmission because unicast PDCCH 
information on the corresponding DL subframe is not trans 
mitted through the DL control channel of an MBMS sub 
frame. 

0077. The mapping relation of radio resources for MBMS 
feedback information transmission set by at least one of the 
methods a), b) and c) may be reported in advance to terminals 
through system information, MBMS configuration informa 
tion, or so on. 
0078 (3) Case in Which Radio Resources (PUSCH) for 
UL Packet Transmission are Allocated, and Also Available 
UL Control Channel (PUCCH) is Set 
0079 A system or base station may select one of the 
above-described methods (1) and (2), or a terminal may selec 
tively employ one of the two operation processes. At this time, 
the base station or system may set one of the methods (1) and 
(2) for terminals by broadcasting based on MBMS control 
information or system information (SI) or by radio resource 
control (RRC) signaling. 
0080 (4) Case in which Neither Radio Resources Avail 
able for UL Packet Transmission nor UL Control Channel is 
Set 
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I0081. In this case, a terminal may operate in the same way 
as in the idle state to be described later. See operation in the 
idle state to be described later. 
I0082 Meanwhile, when a terminal reports failure of 
MBMS packet reception for feedback radio resources of a UL 
control channel in the above-described procedure, a process 
Such as Scrambling or masking may be performed to generate 
not a terminal-specific feedback signal but a cell-specific 
feedback signal. In other words, scrambling or masking by 
which a base station is specified may be performed to indicate 
a specific base station among receiving base stations. This is 
intended to specify which base station among a plurality of 
base stations in an MBSFN area should perform retransmis 
Sion. At this time, the base station performing retransmission 
generally becomes a serving cell of the terminal. 
I0083. 2) Feedback Method in Idle State 
0084. A terminal in the idle state has no connection for 
exchanging packet data with a base station. To transmit infor 
mation on a UL in the idle state, a UL PHY layer should be 
synchronized first. 
0085. Even in the idle state, a terminal can obtain MBMS 
control information including SI and a multicast channel 
(MCH) subframe allocation pattern (MSAP) to receive a DL 
MBMS packet, but should perform a synchronization process 
according to a random access procedure to report failure of 
MBMS packet reception on a UL. Thus, after UL synchroni 
Zation is performed through the random access procedure, 
retransmission request information can be transmitted using 
one of the above-described feedback methods (1) to (3) in the 
connected State. 

I0086 Meanwhile, a methodofreporting failure of MBMS 
packet reception in the random access procedure may be 
efficient in comparison with the methodofreporting failure of 
MBMS packet reception after synchronization is achieved 
through the random access procedure. 
I0087 To this end, a part of random access (RA) preamble 
resources for the random access procedure is reserved and 
allocated, which is reported to all terminals of the base station 
or in an MBMS area through MBMS control information or 
SI. 

I0088. Thus, the resources or index of an RA preamble 
are/is mapped to one radio frame allocated for a DL by the 
base station or a plurality of settable MBMS subframes, and 
thereby reserved and allocated. 
I0089. When a terminal cannot receive an MBMS packet of 
a specific MBMS subframe, the terminal transmits a specific 
RA preamble having a mapping relation with the correspond 
ing frame to a base station. The base station receiving the RA 
preamble can know in which MBMS subframe the MBMS 
packet is transmitted and not received by at least one terminal 
in the service area. 

0090. Meanwhile, as mentioned above, terminals corre 
sponding to the case of (4) (i.e., the case in which neither radio 
resources for available UL packet transmission nor UL con 
trol channel is set) in the connected State may also report 
failure of MBMS packet reception in the same way as a 
terminal in the idle state. 

(0091 Retransmission Step 
0092. When the terminal reports failure in receiving the 
MBMS packet of the DL subframe 308 using the UL sub 
frame 310, the base station detects feedback information 
reporting the failure of MBMS packet reception from radio 
resources (PUSCH) for UL packet transmission or UL con 
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trol channel (PUCCH) in a corresponding UL reception sub 
frame 311 or a received specific RA preamble according to 
the UL reception timing 304. 
0093. When feedback information reporting failure of 
MBMS packet reception is detected from at least one of 
terminals within the service area of the base station, the base 
station retransmits the MBMS packet to the at least one ter 
minal having failed in MBMS packet reception using a sub 
frame 312 for unicast after a required base station retransmis 
sion processing time 313 
0094. The base station retransmission processing time 313 
denoting a processing time between the UL subframe 311, by 
which the base station recognizes failure of MBMS packet 
reception, and the DL subframe 312, in which the MBMS 
packet is retransmitted, may be dependent on performance of 
the base station or may be a value set by a system in advance 
in consideration of the performance of the base station. 
0095. When the base station retransmission processing 
time 313 is set in advance, the value may vary according to 
whether or not a random access procedure is required, or may 
not vary. Also, different values may be applied to base stations 
or MBMS areas, respectively. 
0096. For the fourth step of retransmitting an MBMS 
packet, radio resource allocation and related control param 
eter setting may be performed as described below. 
0097. As illustrated in FIG.3, an MBMS packet is retrans 
mitted in the unicast subframe 312. 
0098. To this end, when a DL control channel (PDCCH) is 
transmitted, a part of a scheduling identifier, for example, a 
cell-radio network temporary identifier (C-RNTI) indicating 
which terminal or group a control channel element (CCE) 
belongs to is reserved and allocated as an identifier for trans 
mitting an MBMS-related packet including MBMS control 
information or retransmitting the MBMS packet, and the 
MBMS packet may be retransmitted in the unicast subframe 
312 using the reserved and allocated C-RNTI for MBMS 
transmission (referred to as MBMS-RNTI below). 
0099 Thus, a terminal or terminals having failed in 
MBMS packet reception monitor(s) a DL control channel to 
check whether or not an MBMS-RNTI exists, and access(es) 
radio resources for DL data transmission addressed by the 
corresponding DL control channel information to receive the 
MBMS packet retransmitted by the base station. 
0100. At this time, it is possible to determine which 
MBMS subframe includes an MBMS packet corresponding 
to the retransmitted MBMS packet according to the following 
methods: 
0101 1) a method of transmitting related control informa 
tion including MBMS subframe information on the retrans 
mitted MBMS packet using DL control channel information 
transmitted as an MBMS-RNTI. 
0102 2) a method of setting a plurality of MBMS-RNTIs 
and mapping relations between the MBMS-RNTIs and 
MBMS subframes present in one radio frame or a plurality of 
settable radio frames to distinguish the corresponding MBMS 
Subframe on the basis of the mapping relations. Here, the 
mapping relations may be reported to terminals through SI or 
MBMS control information. 

0103 3) a method of setting in advance a relation between 
a transmission timing of the MBMS subframe 308 and a 
transmission timing of the DL subframe 312, in which the 
MBMS packet is retransmitted, to control the base station to 
retransmit the MBMS packet and the terminal to receive the 
MBMS packet at the corresponding timing without additional 
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signaling. In other words, the timing relation is set on the 
assumption that the timing relation begins not at the UL 
subframe 311 but at the DL subframe 308 in FIG.3, unlike the 
retransmission processing time 313. The timing relation may 
be reported to terminals through SI or MBMS control infor 
mation. 
0104 4) a method of setting in advance a relation between 
a transmission timing of the UL subframe 311, in which 
MBMS feedback information indicating failure of MBMS 
packet reception is transmitted, and a transmission timing of 
the DL subframe 312, in which the MBMS packet is retrans 
mitted, to control the base station to retransmit the MBMS 
packet and the terminal to receive the MBMS packet at the 
corresponding timing without additional signaling. The tim 
ing relation may be the same as the base station retransmis 
sion processing time 313 of FIG.3, and reported to terminals 
through SI or MBMS control information. 
0105 Meanwhile, the MBMS packet can be retransmitted 
according to a method determined in advance by the base 
station or a system without feedback information from a 
terminal indicating failure of MBMS packet reception. For 
example, for a terminal located in an inter-cell boundary area, 
a terminal receiving an MBMS not in an MBSFN modebut by 
single-cell transmission, a terminal located at the boundary of 
an MBSFN area, and a terminal located in a poor wireless 
environment area, retransmission may be performed without 
feedback information on the basis of a predetermined condi 
tion. 
0106 Here, using the above-described methods 1), 2), 3), 
etc., base stations may be managed by an MBMS server or a 
control apparatus or may decide to retransmit the MBMS 
packet without feedback information from the terminal in 
units of all base stations in an MBSFN area, a plurality of base 
stations in the MBSFN area, or single base stations. 
0107. In this case, the MBMS packet may be retransmitted 
by setting a DL subframe for MBMS retransmission or using 
an MBMS subframe according to an MBMS subframe trans 
mitting method. Alternatively, the MBMS packet may be 
retransmitted using a unicast subframe as described in the 
methods 1), 2) and 3). 
0.108 MBMS packet retransmission may be performed in 
units of all base stations in an MBSFN area, some of the base 
stations in the MBSFN area, or single base stations, and may 
be controlled by an MBMS control apparatus or server. Alter 
natively, the MBMS packet may be retransmitted by signaling 
between base stations or according to setting or determination 
of a base station. 
0109 Meanwhile, the MBMS packet may be retransmit 
ted by a base station according to a HARQ retransmission 
scheme such as IR or chase combining, or a simple retrans 
mission scheme corresponding to a feedback from the PHY 
layer. 
0110. In other words, the MBMS packet may be retrans 
mitted by a base station according to a method (IR) of a 
general HARQ scheme based on system bit and parity bit 
conversion. Also, even a simple retransmission scheme using 
a feedback from the PHY layer can improve the reception 
performance of a terminal by Soft combining (chase combin 
ing) between the MBMS packet that a terminal has failed to 
receive and a retransmission MBMS packet, or simply by 
selective combining other than Soft combining. 
0111. A base station for the above-described MBMS 
retransmission may be replaced by a base station dedicated to 
MBMS, a small base station, a home base station, or a relay 
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capable of generating or transferring control information 
other than a general base station. A control parameter is set on 
the basis of the above-described method. 
0112 The above-described method of transmitting error 
packet retransmission request information and the above 
described method of retransmitting an error packet in 
response to a retransmission request according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention will be separately 
described in detail as operation of a terminal and operation of 
a base station. 
0113 FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of trans 
mitting error packet retransmission request information 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
0114 Referring to FIG. 4, in a method of transmitting 
error packet retransmission request information according to 
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a termi 
nal transmits an error packet retransmission request to a base 
station in an MBMS when an error occurs in a received 
MBMS packet. The method may include a step of receiving 
an MBMS packet from a base station (S410), a step of check 
ing whether an error exists in the received packet (S420), and 
a step of transmitting error packet retransmission request 
information using at least one of a PUSCH, a PUCCH, and an 
RA preamble for a random access procedure (S430). 
0115. In step 410, an MBMS packet is received from a 
base station or base stations through a general MBMS sub 
frame, and in step 420, the received MBMS packet is 
demodulated and decoded to determine whether an error 
exists in the received MBMS packet. When an error exists in 
the received MBMS packet, the whole packet needs to be 
received again because the erroris not corrected by decoding, 
or an additional parity bit needs to be received to correct the 
error by a method such as soft combining with MBMS packet 
data which has been received already. 
0116. In the step of transmitting retransmission request 
information (S430), retransmission request information 
which requests the base station to retransmit the error packet 
is transmitted to the base station using at least one of a 
PUSCH, a PUCCH, and an RA preamble for a random access 
procedure. 
0117. As described above, the retransmission request 
information may be transmitted through a PUSCH or 
PUCCH, or may be transmitted after or in a UL synchroni 
Zation process using an RA preamble. 
0118. Here, the retransmission request information may 
be transmitted through a PUSCH or PUCCH when the termi 
nal is UL-synchronized with the base station and allocated in 
the active state or the connected state and the terminal and the 
base Station are allocated PUSCH resources or PUCCH 
resources respectively. Also, the RA preamble may be used 
when the terminal is in the idle state or is not allocated 
PUSCH and PUCCH transmission resources. 

0119 When the retransmission request information is 
transmitted through a PUSCH, the retransmission request 
information may be transmitted to the base station with infor 
mation indicating an MBMS subframe in which the error 
packet has been transmitted included in the retransmission 
request information. 
0120 When the retransmission request information is 
transmitted through a PUCCH, a relation between the MBMS 
subframe and radio resources in a PUCCH of a UL subframe 
may be set to implicitly indicate the MBMS subframe in 
which the error packet has been transmitted. Alternatively, a 
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relation between a UL grant information field of a DL control 
channel presentina DL MBMS subframe and radio resources 
in a PUCCH of a UL subframe may be set to indicate the 
MBMS subframe in which the error packet has been trans 
mitted. Otherwise, the MBMS subframe in which the error 
packet has been transmitted may be indicated using unused 
radio resources in a PUCCH of a UL subframe having a 
mapping relation with a PDCCH of a DL MBMS subframe. 
I0121 When the retransmission request information is 
transmitted using an RA preamble, the retransmission request 
information may be transmitted using an RA preamble 
reserved and allocated inadvance for transmitting retransmis 
sion request information between the terminal and the base 
station among RA preamble resources. 
0122. In any case of transmitting retransmission request 
information using a PUSCH, PUCCH, or RA preamble, at 
least one of Scrambling and masking for specifying a base 
station to perform retransmission of an error packet may be 
performed to transmit the retransmission request informa 
tion. 
I0123 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method of retrans 
mitting an error packet in response to a retransmission request 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
0.124. In a method of retransmitting an error packet 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion, a base station retransmits an error packet in an MBMS in 
response to retransmission request information for the error 
packet of the MBMS transmitted by a terminal. Here, the 
error packet retransmission request information may be infor 
mation transmitted from a terminal according to the method 
of transmitting retransmission request information according 
to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention 
described with reference to FIG. 4. 
0.125 Referring to FIG. 5, the method of retransmitting an 
error packet according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention may include a step of receiving error packet 
retransmission request information from at least one terminal 
present in a service area (S510), and a step of finding a packet 
in which an error has occurred on the basis of the retransmis 
sion request information, and retransmitting a retransmission 
packet for the packet in which an error has occurred in a 
Subframe for unicast using a scheduling identifier reserved in 
advance for MBMS packet retransmission between the base 
station and terminals (S520). 
I0126. In the step of receiving error packet retransmission 
request information (S510), the error packet retransmission 
request information may be received from a terminal using at 
least one of a PUSCH, a PUCCH, and an RA preamble for a 
random access procedure, like in step 430 described with 
reference to FIG. 4 in which a terminal transmits retransmis 
sion request information. 
I0127. In the retransmission step (S520), the packet in 
which an error has occurred is found on the basis of the 
retransmission request information received from the termi 
nal in step 510, and a retransmission packet for the packet in 
which an error has occurred is transmitted in a subframe for 
unicast using a scheduling identifier reserved in advance for 
MBMS packet retransmission between the base station and 
terminals. 

0128. When the base station transmits a DL control chan 
nel (PDCCH), the base station reserves and allocates a part of 
a scheduling identifier, for example, a C-RNTI indicating 
which terminal or group a CCE belongs to as an identifier for 
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transmitting an MBMS-related packet including MBMS con 
trol information or retransmitting the MBMS packet, and 
retransmits the MBMS packet in the subframe for unicast 
using the reserved and allocated MBMS-RNTI, thereby 
specifying a terminal or terminals to receive the retransmitted 
packet. Thus, the terminal or terminals having failed in 
MBMS packet reception monitor a DL control channel to 
check whether or not an MBMS-RNTI exists, and access(es) 
radio resources for DL data transmission addressed by the 
corresponding DL control channel information to receive the 
MBMS packet retransmitted by the base station. 
0129. Meanwhile, the base station should find the packet 
in which an error has occurred to be retransmitted on the basis 
of the retransmission request information received from the 
terminal, and transfer information indicating in which 
MBMS subframe an MBMS packet corresponding to the 
retransmission packet is transmitted to the terminal. 
0130. To this end, the information specifying the MBMS 
subframe of the packet in which an error has occurred may be 
transmitted through a DL control channel(PDCCH) transmit 
ted using a scheduling identifier reserved in advance. 
0131 Alternatively, the scheduling identifier may be 
reserved in advance to be plural in number for MBMS packet 
retransmission between the base station and terminals, and 
the packet in which an error has occurred corresponding to the 
retransmission packet may be transmitted by specifying the 
MBMS subframe of the packet in which an error has occurred 
using mapping relations between the scheduling identifiers 
and MBMS subframes. 
(0132). Otherwise, a timing relation between a DL MBMS 
subframe in which the packet in which an error has occurred 
is transmitted and a unicast Subframe in which the retrans 
mission packet is transmitted, or a timing relation between a 
UL Subframe in which the retransmission request information 
from the terminal is received and the unicast subframe in 
which the retransmission packet is transmitted may be set in 
advance to specify the MBMS subframe of the packet in 
which an error has occurred corresponding to the retransmis 
sion packet and transmit the corresponding information. 
0133. While the invention has been shown and described 
with reference to certain exemplary embodiments thereof, it 
will be understood by those skilled in the art that various 
changes in form and details may be made therein without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined 
by the appended claims. 

1. A method for a terminal to transmit retransmission 
request information for an error packet of a multimedia 
broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) in the MBMS, the 
method comprising: 

receiving an MBMS packet from a base station; 
checking whether an erroris in the received MBMS packet; 

and 
when an error is in the received MBMS packet, transmit 

ting retransmission request information for the error 
packet using at least one of a physical uplink shared 
channel (PUSCH), a physical uplink control channel 
(PUCCH), and a random access (RA) preamble for a 
random access procedure. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein when the retransmission 
request information is transmitted using the PUSCH, the 
retransmission request information is transmitted with infor 
mation indicating an MBMS subframe in which the error 
packet has been transmitted included in the retransmission 
request information. 
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3. The method of claim 1, wherein when the retransmission 
request information is transmitted using the PUCCH, a rela 
tion between radio resources in a downlink (DL) MBMS 
subframe and the PUCCH of an uplink (UL) subframe is set 
to indicate an MBMS subframe in which the error packet has 
been transmitted. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein when the retransmission 
request information is transmitted using the PUCCH, a rela 
tion between an uplink (UL) grant information field of a 
downlink (DL) control channel present in a DL MBMS sub 
frame and radio resources in the PUCCH of a UL subframe is 
set to indicate an MBMS subframe in which the error packet 
has been transmitted. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein when the retransmission 
request information is transmitted using the PUCCH, an 
MBMS subframe in which the error packet has been trans 
mitted is indicated using unused radio resources in the 
PUCCH of an uplink (UL) subframe having a mapping rela 
tion with a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) of a 
downlink (DL) MBMS subframe. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein when the retransmission 
request informationistransmitted using the RA preamble, the 
retransmission request information is transmitted using an 
RA preamble reserved and allocated in advance for retrans 
mission request information transmission between the termi 
nal and the base station among RA preamble resources. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of scram 
bling and masking for specifying the base station to perform 
retransmission of the error packet is performed to transmit the 
retransmission request information. 

8. A method for a base station to retransmit an error packet 
in response to retransmission request information for the 
error packet of a multimedia broadcast/multicast service 
(MBMS) transmitted by a terminal in the MBMS, the method 
comprising: 

receiving error packet retransmission request information 
from at least one terminal present in a service area; and 

finding a packet in which an error has occurred on the basis 
of the retransmission request information, and retrans 
mitting a retransmission packet for the packet in which 
an error has occurred in a subframe for unicast using a 
scheduling identifier reserved in advance for MBMS 
packet retransmission between the base station and ter 
minals. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein retransmitting the 
retransmission packet includes transmitting the packet in 
which an error has occurred corresponding to the retransmis 
sion packet through a physical downlink control channel (PD 
CCH) transmitted using the scheduling identifier reserved in 
advance with information specifying an MBMS subframe of 
the packet in which an error has occurred included in the 
packet. 

10. The method of claim 8, wherein the scheduling identi 
fier is reserved in advance to be plural in number for MBMS 
packet retransmission between the base station and the ter 
minals, and 

the packet in which an error has occurred corresponding to 
the retransmission packet is transmitted to specify an 
MBMS subframe of the packet in which an error has 
occurred using mapping relations between the schedul 
ing identifiers and MBMS subframes. 

11. The method of claim 8, wherein retransmitting the 
retransmission packet includes transmitting the packet in 
which an error has occurred corresponding to the retransmis 
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sion packet to specify an MBMS subframe of the packet in Subframe in which the retransmission request information 
which an error has occurred by setting in advance a timing from the terminal is received and the unicast subframe in 
relation between a downlink (DL) MBMS subframe in which which the retransmission packet is transmitted. 
the packet in which an error has occurred is transmitted and a 
unicast Subframe in which the retransmission packet is trans 
mitted or a timing relation between an uplink (UL) MBMS 


